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Abstract. We review aspects of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) spectral distortions
which do not appear to have been fully explored in the literature. In particular, implications
of recent evidences of heating of the intergalactic medium (IGM) by feedback from active
galactic nuclei are investigated. Taking also into account the IGM heating associated to
structure formation, we argue that values of the y parameter of several×10−6, i.e. a factor of
a few below the COBE/FIRAS upper limit, are to be expected. The Compton scattering by
the re-ionized plasma also re-processes primordial distortions, adding a y–type contribution.
Hence no pure Bose-Einstein-like distortions are to be expected. An assessment of Galactic
and extragalactic foregrounds, taking into account the latest results from the Planck satellite
as well as the contributions from the strong Cii and CO lines from star-forming galaxies,
demonstrates that a foreground subtraction accurate enough to fully exploit the PIXIE sensi-
tivity will be extremely challenging. Motivated by this fact we also discuss methods to detect
spectral distortions not requiring absolute measurements and show that accurate determi-
nations of the frequency spectrum of the CMB dipole amplitude may substantially improve
over COBE/FIRAS limits on distortion parameters. Such improvements may be at reach
of next generation CMB anisotropy experiments. The estimated amplitude of the Cosmic
Infrared Background (CIB) dipole might be detectable by careful analyses of Planck maps
at the highest frequencies. Thus Planck might provide interesting constraints on the CIB
intensity, currently known with a ' 30% uncertainty.
Keywords: cosmology: observations – surveys – submillimeter: galaxies – radio continuum:
general – galaxies: evolution
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1 Introduction
Fifty years after the report of the discovery of the Cosmic Microwave Background [CMB;
1, 2] and 25 years after the first report of CMB spectral measurements by the Far Infrared
Absolute Spectrophotometer (FIRAS) on the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) satellite
[3], deviations from a perfect black-body have still to be detected. Yet, since the Universe
is obviously not in thermal equilibrium, the CMB spectrum cannot be exactly Planckian.
Unavoidable CMB spectral distortions have been discussed by [4–6]. Some of them, which
carry information on the cosmic history inaccessible by any other means, must be present
at a level attainable by next generation instruments. In particular, the proposed Primordial
Inflation Explorer [PIXIE; 7] promises improvements in measurement accuracy by 2–3 orders
of magnitude compared to COBE/FIRAS.
The CMB spectral distortions that may be expected as the result of processes occurring
in the early universe have been characterized primarily by Zeldovich and Sunyaev [8–13]. The
evolution of distorted spectra and constraints on processes that can produce them have been
investigated, both analytically and numerically, by numerous subsequent studies [4, 6, 14–76].
The prospect of CMB spectral measurements with a precision orders of magnitude higher
than COBE/FIRAS, foreseen by the roadmap for the future NASA Astrophysics missions1,
has rekindled interest in the complete characterization of spectral distortions that may be
produced during the cosmic history. In this paper, after a short summary of the theory
of CMB distortions (Sect. 2) we present an up-to-date estimate of Galactic and extragalac-
tic foregrounds that may constitute the main limitation to accurate spectral measurements
(Sect. 3). Next we discuss the distortions from the cosmic re-ionization (Sect. 4), focussing in
particular on an aspect which does not appear to have been fully explored in the literature,
namely the effect of mechanical energy released by Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs; Sect. 4.2).
Such energy release, advocated by current models of galaxy-AGN co-evolution, may have had
a major impact on the heating of the intergalactic medium. In Sect. 5 we examine alternative
methods to detect spectral distortions, that do not need absolute calibration, i.e. measure-
ments of the CMB dipole spectrum and measurements of the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect towards
rich clusters of galaxies. The main conclusions are summarized in Sect. 6.
We adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with the values of the parameters in the last column
of Table 4 of [77], slightly rounded, i.e. ΩΛ = 0.69, Ωm = 0.31, h = 0.677, Ωb = 0.049, and a
present-day CMB temperature TCMB = 2.725K [78].
2 Basic theory
2.1 Time scales
Useful insights into the processes governing the evolution of the CMB spectrum come from
consideration of interaction timescales, compared with the cosmic expansion timescale, τexp
(see the left-hand panel of Fig. 1). For a flat ΛCDM universe we have:
τexp =
a(t)
a˙(t)
' 4.56× 10
17
[Ωm(1 + z)3 + Ωr(1 + z)4 + ΩΛ]
1/2
s, (2.1)
where Ωr = 1.69 aBB T 4CMB/ρcr ' 9.05 × 10−5, aBB = 7.56 × 10−15 erg cm−3 K−4 being the
black-body constant and ρcr = 8.61 × 10−30 g cm−3. The factor 1.69 takes into account
1http://science.nasa.gov/media/medialibrary/2013/12/20/secure-Astrophysics_Roadmap_2013.pdf
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Figure 1. Left-hand panel: timescales of processes governing the evolution of CMB distortions
compared with the expansion timescale (thick black solid line) before recombination; tff was computed
setting the clumping factor C = 1. Right-hand panel: timescales for thermal equilibrium between
electrons and the radiation field and between electrons and protons in the post-reionization era; τep was
computed adopting the cosmic number density of baryons and an electron temperature Te = 107 K;
tff was computed setting C = 3.
the contribution of relativistic neutrinos according to the Standard Model (with an effective
number of neutrino species Neff = 3.046, including a small correction caused by a non-thermal
distortion of the spectra during electron-positron annihilation).
In the pre-recombination plasma, the relaxation time for thermal equilibrium between
electrons and protons, [τep, 79],
τep ' 2.8× 108
(
Te
Tr
)3/2
(1 + z)−3/2 s, (2.2)
is much shorter than τexp so that the two constituents of the plasma are kept at the same
temperature. Here Tr = TCMB(1 + z) and Te is the electron temperature.
The coupling of the plasma with the radiation field is governed by Compton (Thomson)
scattering. The Compton cooling time of hot electrons, τeγ , is
τeγ =
3mec
4σT r
' 7.4× 1019(1 + z)−4 s, (2.3)
where σT is the Thomson cross section and r = aT 4r ; τeγ is much shorter than the free-free
cooling time
tff =
3nekTe
wff
' 9.6× 1017C−1
(
g¯(Te)
1.2
)−1
T 1/2e (z)(1 + z)
−3 s, (2.4)
where
wff = 9.5× 10−41C
(
g¯(Te)
1.2
)
T 1/2e (z)(1 + z)
6 erg s−1 cm−3, (2.5)
is the free-free energy loss rate by a fully ionized plasma with cosmological composition,
C = 〈n2e〉/〈ne〉2 is the clumping factor (〈...〉 denotes average values) and g¯(Te) is the frequency
average of the velocity averaged Gaunt factor, whose values are in the range 1.1 to 1.5 [80].
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Before recombination baryon fluctuations are very small, so that C ' 1. In the re-ionization
era, fluctuations in the inter-galactic medium are much larger but their amplitude is still
debated. We adopt C = 3 [81].
Before recombination τeγ is also much shorter than τexp. The very large dimensionless
specific photon entropy (photon entropy per electron divided by the Boltzmann constant k)
s =
4abbT
3
CMB
3nek
' 6.72× 109, (2.6)
ensures that the radiation acts as a powerful thermostat, keeping electrons and protons at
the equilibrium temperature with the radiation field [82, 83].
The situation is different in the reionization era (z < zreion). As illustrated by the right-
hand panel of Fig. 1, τeγ exceeds τexp for z ≤ 5. Thus keeping the universe fully ionized at
z  5 is increasingly demanding in terms of energetics. For realistic values of the clumping
factor [C ∼ 3, 81], the cooling by free-free is always sub-dominant.
After reionization the plasma can be heated to very hight temperatures (see Sect. 4.2)
and τep
τep ' 1.95× 1018
(
Te
107 K
)3/2
(1 + z)−3 s, (2.7)
can become comparable to, or even larger than τexp for z of a few units (right-hand panel of
Fig. 1). Thus, electrons and protons could have different temperatures at very late times.
2.2 Bose-Einstein (µ-type) distortions
In the Thomson limit, the photon-electron collision time is
τγe = (neσT c)
−1 ' 2.3× 1020(1 + z)−3 s. (2.8)
The mean energy gain of a photon by inverse Compton scattering off hot electrons is kTe/mec2
and the characteristic time for the establishment of a quasi-equilibrium spectrum by effect of
the inverse Compton scattering is:
τBE = τγe
(
kTe
mec2
)−1
' 5× 1029Tr
Te
(1 + z)−4 s. (2.9)
The quasi-stationary solution is a Bose-Einstein (BE) spectrum with photon occupation num-
ber [9]
ηBE =
1
exe+µ − 1 , (2.10)
with
xe =
hν
kTe
' 1.761 ν
100GHz
Tr
Te
(2.11)
so that xe = 1 corresponds to νe ' 56.786(Te/Tr) GHz. The Compton equilibrium electron
temperature in such radiation field is slightly higher than the radiation temperature: Te '
Tr(1 + 0.456µ), for µ  1 [12]. Hence, for distortions created by electron heating, the
spectrum has a deficit of photons compared to a black-body spectrum at the equilibrium
electron temperature2.
2The situation is different for energy extraction (the adiabatic cooling effect) or for general photon injec-
tions. The effect of the latter processes has been discussed in detail only recently [84].
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2.3 Thermalization of the CMB spectrum
So far photon-producing processes have been neglected. However, although their electron
cooling rate is small compared to inverse Compton, they do have an important role. The
main photon-producing processes are the free-free and the double Compton scattering, whose
characteristic timescales for the evolution of the photon occupation number are
τff = 4.8× 1026(1 + z)−5/2 s (2.12)
and
τdC = 1.3× 1040(1 + z)−5 s. (2.13)
The latter is therefore dominant at very high redshifts.
While the characteristic time for Compton diffusion is frequency-independent, the timescales
for free-free or double Compton absorption are
τabs ff,dC = τff,dC
x3e exp(xe)
gff,dC[exp(xe)− 1] , (2.14)
where gff and gdC are the free-free and double Compton Gaunt factors that, assuming a pure
hydrogen plasma, can be approximated by [85]
gff(ν, Te) = ln
{
exp
[
5.960−
√
3
pi
ln
(
ν
GHz
(
Te
104K
)−1.5)]
+ exp(1)
}
, (2.15)
and [4]
gdC(ν, Te) =
(
1 +
3
2
x+
29
24
x2 +
11
16
x3 +
5
12
x4
)
e−2x. (2.16)
The photon absorption timescale decreases as x2e for xe  1 and becomes shorter than τBE
for xe < xc with
xc = τ
1/2
BE
(
gff
τff
+
gdC
τdC
)1/2
. (2.17)
For xe > xc photons are scattered to higher frequencies before they can be absorbed while for
xe < xc photon absorption is faster and an equilibrium spectrum is established. The solution
of the kinetic equation including both Compton scattering and photon emitting processes has
a frequency dependent chemical potential
µ(xe) = µ0e
−xc/xe . (2.18)
At early enough times the cooperation of photon-emitting processes, that mostly produce
low-frequency photons, and of Compton scattering that moves them up in frequency, leads
to complete thermalization of the distortions. The thermalization timescale is
τth =
(
τBE
1/τff + 1/τdC
)1/2
. (2.19)
A rough approximation of the thermalization redshift is obtained setting τth ' τexp. The
detailed study by [64] yielded zth ' 2× 106 [see also 24, 32, 39].
What about cyclotron emission? Possible imprints of a stochastic background of pri-
mordial magnetic fields (PMFs) on CMB anisotropies, on CMB polarization and on non-
Gaussianities were investigated by [86] using Planck data. The derived 95% confidence upper
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limit on the present day comoving magnetic field value, B0, at a scale of 1Mpc assuming
magnetic flux freezing [B = B0(1 + z)2] was found to be B1 Mpc < 5.6 nG [see also 87].
In the case of thermal electrons, the cyclotron energy loss rate is [88]:
wcycl =
4
3
e4B2ne
m3ec
5
kTe ' 8× 10−47
(
B0
40 nG
)2 Te
Tr
(1 + z)8 erg cm−3 s−1. (2.20)
Its ratio with the free-free energy loss rate [eq, (2.5)] is
wff
wcycl
' 5.85× 107C
3
(
g¯(Te)
1.2
)(
Te
Tr
)−1/2( B0
5 nG
)−2
(1 + z)−1.5, (2.21)
suggesting that, if B is not too far from its upper limit, the cyclotron emission may be
the dominant photon producing process at high z [89]. However [49] showed that in fact
cyclotron has a negligible impact on the evolution of spectral distortions. This is because
photons are emitted at very low frequencies as primordial magnetic fields have an extremely
low amplitude. The characteristic dimensionless frequency is
xe,cycl ' 2× 10−12
(
Te
Tr
)−1( B0
40 nG
)
(1 + z), (2.22)
much lower, for values of B0 consistent with observational constraints, than the frequency
xc at which an equilibrium spectrum is established by the free-free and double Compton
processes (xc > 5× 10−3).
A rough estimate of the minimum redshift at which µ-type distortions can be produced is
obtained from τBE ' τexp, giving zBE,min ' 105 [54, 90]. The exact value for zBE,min depends
on the criterion that is applied (e.g., at what precision one calls the distortion ‘pure µ–type
distortion’; [62, 63] give zBE,min = 2 × 105, while [91] finds that it must be closer to 3 × 105
to get a µ–type spectrum at the 1% precision.
2.4 Weak comptonization (y-type) distortions
When τexp/τBE ∼< 0.01 [z < zy ' 104; 54, 64, 90, 91], i.e. in the weak comptonization limit,
the shape of the distorted spectrum is slightly different depending on whether there is direct
electron heating or, for example, mixing of black-bodies of different temperatures. A simple
discussion of CMB distortions due photon injection was presented by [39] while a thorough
investigation was carried out by [84].
Again, there are differences in the estimates for zy reported in the literature, due to the
differences in the criterion for considering the spectrum ‘pure y–type’. [64] give zy ' 1.5×104,
while [91] finds zy ' 1× 104 to get a y–type spectrum at the 1% precision. Setting:
y(t) =
∫ t
t0
dt′
tBE
, (2.23)
and x = hν/kTr, Tr being the temperature of a black-body with the same photon number
density as the actual radiation field, the Compton term of the Kompaneets [92] equation
writes:
∂η
∂y
=
1
x2
∂
∂x
{
x4
[
∂η
∂x
+
Tr
Te
(
η(x) + η2(x)
)]}
, (2.24)
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where Te is the electron temperature. In the case of small distortions
η(x) ' ηP(x) = 1
ex − 1 , (2.25)
so that
∂η
∂x
' −[η(x) + η2(x)], (2.26)
and the Compton term can be approximated by the “diffusion” equation(
∂η
∂u
)
C
' 1
x2
∂
∂x
[
x4
∂η
∂x
]
. (2.27)
with
u(t) =
∫ t
t0
(
1− Tr
Te
)
dt′
tBE
. (2.28)
With a suitable change of variable [19] this equation takes the form of the one-dimensional
heat conduction whose solution is [8]
η(x, u) =
1
(4piu)1/2
∫ ∞
0
ηi(x
′, 0) exp {− 1
4u
ln2 [
x
x′
exp(3u)]}dx
′
x′
, (2.29)
which holds for any initial radiation spectrum ηi(x, 0). If ux2  1 and the initial spectrum
is black-body, eq. (2.29) simplifies to [8]
ηC(x, u) = ηP(x˜)
[
1 + u
x˜ exp(x˜)
exp(x˜)− 1
(
x˜
tanh(x˜/2)
− 2
)]
, (2.30)
where x˜ = x(Tr/TRJ) with TRJ = Tr exp(−2y) and tanh(x) = [exp(2x)− 1]/[exp(2x) + 1].
More generally, the distorted spectrum in the weak comptonization case can be described
by a superposition of black-body spectra
η(x, y) =
∫ ∞
0
R(T, y)ηP(ν, T ) dT . (2.31)
The temperature distribution function depends on the specific heating process. One example,
referring to electron heating, was shown above. But important processes that occur in the
early universe, such as dissipation of adiabatic density perturbations, may result in distortions
generated by intermixing of photons coming from plasma clouds having macroscopic relative
velocities without direct electron heating. The temperature distribution seen by an exter-
nal observer in the case of clouds with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, each containing
radiation at the same temperature Tc, is [10]:
R(T,w) =
1
Tc
√
4piw
exp
[
− 1
4w
(
T
Tc
− 1
)2]
, (2.32)
where w = 〈β2〉/6, 〈β2〉 being the velocity dispersion of the clouds in units of c.
The main difference among the spectra given by eq. (2.29) and by eq. (2.31) plus
eq. (2.32) is due to a temperature shift Tc = Tr(1 − 2w), where Tr is the temperature in
the definition of x in eq. (2.29)3. Allowing for this shift, the 2 spectra are indistinguishable
to first order in y or w.
3We are indebted to Jens Chluba for pointing this out to us.
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2.5 Intermediate epoch distortions
An early analysis of CMB spectral distortions generated after the BE epoch and before that
of weak comptonization, i.e. in the redshift range 1.5× 104 ∼< z ∼< 2× 105, was carried out by
[32]. The first explicit calculation of the distortion produced by partial comptonization was
performed by [4]. A more detailed discussion of the numerical solutions in the intermediate
era was given by [65, 66]. Additional clarifications and improved approximate descriptions of
the distortion in this transition regime were given by [91].
These authors have shown that these intermediate epoch distortions provide much more
information than µ– and y–type distortions. While the latter are informative mainly on
the amount of energy injected into the CMB, the shape of the former depends sensitively
on the redshift of energy injection and allows us to distinguish among the mechanisms that
have been operating. For example, as first shown by [4], it may be possible to distinguish
between particle annihilation and Silk damping. Efficient methods for distinguishing sources
of distortions were expounded by [69, 93].
2.6 Sources of spectral distortions
Spectral distortions produced by physical processes that must have occurred during the history
of the Universe have been thoroughly reviewed by [4–6, 71]. Here we only remind a point
that, although not new, is less well known. Even in the absence of energy injections, small
spectral distortions occur. When baryons are non-relativistic, their adiabatic index is 5/3.
This causes the baryon temperature to be proportional to (1+z)2 so that they cool faster than
CMB photons. But, as long as electrons are tightly coupled with the radiation field, photons
keep heating up the baryons. Thus the radiation temperature evolves not as Tr ∝ (1 + z) but
approximately as TR ∝ (1 + z)1+ [19] with
 =
3neK
4abbT
3
CMB
= s−1 ' 1.49× 10−10, (2.33)
s being the dimensionless specific photon entropy [eq. (2.33)]. If Ti is the CMB temperature
at the minimum redshift, zi, at which thermalization of spectral distortions is ensured and
Tr = Ti(1 + z)/(1 + zi) is the blackbody temperature corresponding to the photon number
density we have
∆T ≡ Tr − TR = Ti
[
1 + z
1 + zi
−
(
1 + z
1 + zi
)1+]
' Ti
[
1 + z
1 + zi
− 1 + z
1 + zi
− 1 + z
1 + zi
ln
(
1 + z
1 + zi
)

]
,
(2.34)
i.e. [4, 94]
∆T
Tr
=  ln
(
1 + z
1 + zi
)
(2.35)
and ∆E/Er ' 4(∆T/Tr). The photon cooling results in an excess of photons compared
to a perfectly black-body spectrum. Detailed calculations [4] have shown that the resulting
spectrum has a µ-type distortions at GHz frequencies and a y-type distortion at high frequen-
cies but with negative values of the parameters. The distortions are tiny (µ0 ∼ −2 × 10−9,
y ∼ −4.3× 10−10).
Those of y-type are easily swamped by the much larger positive distortions expected at
low z. Those of µ-type may partially or even entirely cancel the positive µ distortions created
by dissipation of acoustic waves on small scales due to photon diffusion [62]. However, as
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shown by [60] using the full description of the dissipation physics, the cancelation effect
strongly depends on the values of the spectral index of scalar perturbations, nS , and of its
possible running, nrun = dnS/d ln k. For the standard values, nS ' 0.96 and nrun ' 0, the
cancelation is small.
The photon cooling via Compton scattering moves the excess photons to lower and lower
frequencies. However, as shown by [62], this does not lead to a Bose–Einstein condensation
because the process is slow enough that the condensed photons are efficiently absorbed by
double Compton scattering and free-free.
3 Foregrounds
Figure 2 shows up-to-date estimates of Galactic and extragalactic foreground spectra. The
average Galactic emissions at Galactic latitudes |b| > 30◦ and |b| > 50◦ have been obtained
using an updated version of the Planck Sky Model [PSM; 95] that incorporates the recently
published measurements by the Planck satellite [96–99].
The PSM aims at providing a simulation of the sky as realistic as possible over a broad
frequency range. It includes, in addition to a model of the CMB, Galactic diffuse emissions
(synchrotron, free-free, thermal and spinning dust, CO lines), Galactic HII regions, extra-
galactic radio sources, dusty galaxies, the Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB), thermal and
kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich signals from clusters of galaxies. Each component is simulated
by means of educated interpolations/extrapolations of the available data, complemented by
state-of-the-art models.
Distinctive features of the simulations are spatially varying spectral properties of syn-
chrotron and dust; different spectral parameters for each point source; modelling of the clus-
tering properties of extragalactic sources and of the power spectrum of CIB fluctuations, in
close agreement with the latest observational determinations.
For the CIB spectrum we have used the analytical description by [108]:
ICIB(ν) = 1.734× 10−4T 3CIB
(
ν
ν0
)kF x3CIB
exp(xCIB)− 1 MJy/sr, (3.1)
or
νICIB(ν) = 5.1998× 10−3 T 3CIB
(
ν
ν0
)kF+1 x3CIB
exp(xCIB)− 1 nWm
−2 sr−1, (3.2)
with TCIB = 18.5 ± 1.2K, ν0 = 3 × 1012 Hz, xCIB = hν/kTCIB = 7.78(ν/ν0) and kF =
0.64± 0.12. The uncertainties cannot be inferred from the errors on the parameters because
the covariance matrix is not given. They were taken from the lower panel of Fig. 4 of [108].
As illustrated by Fig. 2, foreground emissions exceed the CMB below ∼ 0.8GHz and
above ∼ 800GHz. Their intensity is always orders of magnitude above the PIXIE sensitivity,
implying that a full exploitation of the potential of this experiment to pin down spectral
distortions orders of magnitude weaker than the current COBE/FIRAS upper limits will
require an extremely refined foreground subtraction.
In the PIXIE frequency range, the dominant extragalactic foreground is the CIB. Its
subtraction will be complicated by spectral bumps due to the integrated emission of strong
far/IR–mm lines such as the CO and the Cii 157.7µm lines produced by star-forming galaxies.
Tentative estimates of the contributions of the strongest far-IR/sub-mm lines are shown in
the right-hand panel of Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Galactic and extragalactic foreground intensity compared with the CMB spectrum, as-
sumed to be a perfect blackbody at T = 2.725K. The left-hand panel shows the intensity of Galactic
emissions averaged over latitudes |b| > 30◦ (thick blue line) and |b| > 50◦, based on an updated version
of the Planck Sky Model [95]. The circle shows the measurement at 0.82GHz by [100] in a region
around l = 178.45◦, b = 52.8◦ (Tgal = 2.21K; see the Appendix, Sect. A, for the conversion from tem-
perature to intensity). The right-hand panel shows the spectra of extragalactic foregrounds. The
data points are observational estimates, all in terms of antenna temperature, by [101], Ta = 6±1K at
0.32 GHz and Ta = 0.8± 0.3K at 0.707 GHz, and by [102] at 1.75GHz, Ta = 73± 10mK, claimed to
be an upper limit [see 103, for a review]. The dot-dashed blue line is the radio background spectrum
estimated using the models by [104], [105] and [106] that accurately fit the radio source counts in
different frequency ranges. The grey line above it represents the ARCADE 2 estimates [107], with
uncertainties depicted by the dashed lines, based on their measurement at 3.3GHz (circle) and on a
re-analysis of earlier data. The solid red line shows the spectrum of the Cosmic Infrared Background
(CIB) determined by [108] with the 1σ uncertainty represented by the dashed red lines. Also shown
are estimates of contributions to the background of CO and Cii lines from star-forming galaxies and of
the free-free background produced at the re-ionization epoch (dotted line at the bottom of the figure;
see sub-Sect. 4.2). The solid yellow line on the bottom right represents the PIXIE 1σ sensitivity [7].
Such estimates were worked out exploiting a model for the cosmological evolution of
the infrared (IR; 8–1000µm) luminosity function [109], fitting all the available observational
determinations that extend up to z ' 4, coupled with relations between line intensities and
IR luminosities, LIR. Data on the correlation between the Cii 157.7µm line intensity and
LIR have been discussed by [110] who found that they are consistent with a linear relation
(log(LCII/LIR) = −2.74 with a dispersion of 0.37) except for local UltraLuminous IR Galaxies
(ULIRGs) whose Cii luminosities appear to be independent of LIR. For the latter objects
[110] found a mean log(LCII/L) = 8.85 with a dispersion of 0.29.
As for the CO lines, we have used the LIR–CO luminosity relations (logLIR = α logL′CO+
β) for the CO rotational ladder from J = 1 − 0 to J = 5 − 4 with the best-fit slopes (α)
and intersection points (β) given in Table 3 of [111]. The higher order CO transitions, for
which relations with LIR are also given by [111], have been neglected since their contribu-
tions are small compared to that of the Cii 157.7µm line. The L′CO luminosities, in units of
K km s−1pc2, have been converted to luminosities in solar units, LCO, using the formula [112]:
LCO
L
= 3.18× 10−11
( ν
GHz
)3 L′CO
Kkms−1pc2
(3.3)
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The right-hand panel of Fig. 2 shows that the contributions of CO and Cii lines to the CIB
is ∼ 1% from ∼ 40GHz to ∼ 1THz and substantially higher than the PIXIE sensitivity,
especially at sub-mm wavelengths. Thus, the CIB is not completely spectrally smooth, a
fact that complicates its subtraction. On the other hand, the PIXIE spectral coverage with
many frequency channels is optimally suited for the foreground subtraction purpose. And the
accurate measurements of the CIB spectrum that PIXIE can provide are important per se.
In fact, the current uncertainty on the CIB spectrum is one of the main limitations to a full
understanding of the energetics of dust-obscured star formation and AGN accretion.
An independent estimate of the cumulative CO emission from galaxies has been worked
out by [113]. Spectral distortions induced by a non-uniform distribution of Cii emitting
regions have been estimated by [114].
4 Comptonization distortions from re-ionization
4.1 Short historical notes
Already very weak constraints on distortion parameters (y ≤ 0.15), combined with an upper
limit of 1K to the brightness temperature of the free-free emission from the inter-galactic
plasma at 600MHz, allowed [115] and [8] to infer “The necessity of a neutral hydrogen period
in the evolution of the universe”, provided that the cosmic baryon density is not too low.
An absolute upper limit to the re-ionization redshifts was found to be zmax ' 300Ω−7/9 or,
distinguishing between Ω and Ωb (at the time the dark matter, and even less the dark energy,
were not yet within the astrophysicists’ horizon),
zmax < 300
(
δIff(600 MHz)
10−2MJy sr−1
)4/9 ( y
0.15
)2/9
Ω
−10/9
b Ω
1/3. (4.1)
The constraints on CMB distortions improved slowly. Illarionov & Sunyaev [13] estimated an
observational upper limit in the range y < 0.04–0.1. Field & Perrenod [116] estimated a 90%
confidence interval 0.013 < y < 0.05 primarily based on the balloon measurements by [117].
This value of y was shown to be consistent with the X-ray background being bremsstrahlung
emission from a hot (T ' 4.4 × 108 K), dense (Ωb ' 0.46) IGM. The statistical analysis by
[20] yielded y < 0.05 (excluding the data by [117]) and µ < 0.01.
New support to the case for a relatively large comptonization distortion [y = 0.02±0.002;
118] was provided by the sounding rocket measurements by [119], although the measurements
of the balloon-borne experiment by [120] did not detect significant deviations from a black-
body spectrum at wavelengths down to 0.9 mm.
This was the situation close to the COBE launch date (November 18th, 1989) and
the appearance of the first FIRAS results [3] that have revolutionized the field. Indications
of comptonization distortions were rejected and constraints on distortion parameters were
improved by three orders of magnitude [|y| < 1.5 · 10−5 and |µ0| < 9 · 10−5; 121].
Subsequent work, mostly by Giorgio Sironi’s group, concerned long wavelengths, outside
the FIRAS range. The main improvements were on free-free distortions, while those on
µ were only marginal. The latest constraints at 95% C.L. are [100] |µ| < 6 × 10−5 and
−6.3× 10−6 < Yff < 12.6× 10−6 where Yff is the optical depth to free-free emission, yielding
an excess antenna temperature given by:
∆Tff = TCMB
Yff
x2
, (4.2)
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Figure 3. Left-hand panel: evolution of the IGM temperature, Te, by effect of AGN feedback
heating for the standard value of the heating efficiency (solid blue line) and for the higher efficiency
advocated by [123, solid red line]. The shaded areas around the two lines represent the uncertainties,
mostly induced by those on the redshift-dependent AGN luminosity density. The green line shows
the evolution of Te due to heating by shocks associated to structure formation. Right-hand panel:
comptonization parameter y yielded by the IGM heated at the temperatures shown in the left-hand
panel, as a function of redshift. Essentially all the contribution to y comes from z ∼< 3. The horizontal
dashed line corresponds to the 95% confidence upper limit from COBE/FIRAS.
i.e. −0.15 < ∆Tff/K < 0.31 or δIff(600 MHz) < 3.4× 10−3 MJy sr−1.
Weaker constraints were set by the ARCADE2 measurements; [122] argue that the con-
straints by [100] are likely too optimistic because the fit to the data was too constrained. With
the tightest present contraints [|y| < 1.5 ·10−5 and ∆Tff(600MHz) < 0.31K] the argument by
[8] gives zmax < 37Ω
−2/3
b Ω
1/3(104 K/Te)
2/3, showing that current sensitivities to both the y
parameter and to the free-free emission of the re-ionized IGM do not reach the levels expected
from our current understanding of the re-ionization history.
4.2 Re-ionization distortions
The most recent determination of the electron scattering optical depth due to re-ionization
is τes = 0.066± 0.016 [77]. Then:
yreion =
∫
neσT c
k Te
me c2
dt ' k Te
me c2
τes ' Te
5.93× 109 Kτes ' 2.2× 10
−7
( τes
0.066
)( Te
2× 104K
)
,
(4.3)
where Te = 2 × 104 K corresponds to the peak of the hydrogen cooling curve [124]. The
corresponding energy transfer to the CMB is
∆ ' 4yr ' 3.7× 10−19
( τes
0.066
)( Te
2× 104K
)
erg cm−3
' 1.9× 10−5EBL ' 1.2× 10−4AGN, (4.4)
EBL ' 2×10−14 erg cm−3 [125] being the radiation energy density produced by thermonuclear
reactions in stars and AGN ' 3×10−15 erg cm−3 that produced by nuclear activity. The latter
quantity has been estimated in two ways: from the energy density of the X-ray background
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adopting a bolometric correction of a factor of 20 and from the present day black hole mass
density ρBH ' 4.5× 105 MMpc−3 [126] via the equation
AGN =
ηAGN
1− ηAGNρBHc
2, (4.5)
adopting the standard matter to radiation conversion efficiency ηAGN = 0.1. Both methods
give a very similar result.
Thus, a small fraction of the energy produced by nuclear reactions in stars and/or by
nuclear activity coming out in mechanical form and going into heating of the IGM is enough
to raise the electron temperature to values much higher than Te ' 1–2 × 104 K, the value
expected by effect of the ionizing radiation.
Current galaxy evolution models advocate strong feedback effects from supernova ex-
plosions and from Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs), generating superwinds. Such feedback
effects are felt responsible for the differences in shape between the halo mass function and the
galaxy luminosity or stellar mass functions [e.g. 127]. They may heat a substantial fraction
[∼ 40–50% according to 128] of the IGM to 105–107 K. The simulations by [129], including
different feedback recipes, indicate that 90% of the baryonic mass at z > 3.5 has T in the
range 104–105 K, but the fraction of warmer gas, with temperatures in the range 105–107 K,
increases with decreasing z, reaching ' 50% at z = 0.
Most AGN feedback models imply that ' 5% of the AGN bolometric emission is in a
mechanical form [130–132]. There is ample and mounting observational evidence of AGN-
driven galaxy superwinds [133]. [134] find outflow powers ∼ 0.2–5% of the AGN luminosities,
but with large uncertainties; [135] report evidence of widespread AGN-driven ionized outflows
in the most massive star-forming galaxies at z = 1–3; [136] find lower limits to the ratio of
the kinetic to bolometric luminosity of the AGN nucleus in the range 0.1–5% for a sample of
z ∼ 1.5 X-ray selected, obscured QSOs.
According to [132], the energy-driven superwinds originated in the immediate vicinity
of the active nucleus shock-heat the ISM creating a two-phase medium in which molecular
species (cold phase, comprising only ∼ 10% of the gas) co-exist with hot gas. The large-scale
outflows generated by super-winds are capable of driving the ISM out of the galaxy potential
well. Their energy is then dissipated in the IGM.
Using the redshift-dependent mean AGN luminosity density, ρL(z) [inset in Fig. 1 of
137], we estimated the mean electron temperature, Te, given the fraction of ρL, h, that goes
into heating of the IGM, by solving the equation:
dTe(z)
dt
=
hρL(z)
3nek
− Te
τeγ
− 2Te
τexp
, (4.6)
where τeγ is the cooling time of electrons by inverse Compton scattering, given by eq. (2.3).
The last term in the right-hand side accounts for the cooling by adiabatic expansion, with
timescale τexp given by eq. (2.1). We have neglected the cooling by free-free emission whose
rate is about two orders of magnitude lower than that of Compton cooling (see sub-Sect. 2.1).
For the standard h = 0.05 we find mean electron temperatures, Te, in the range 105–
106 K at z = 1–3, when the AGN activity peaks (see Fig. 3). Once we have Te(z) we can
compute
yreion =
∫
neσT c
k Te(z)
me c2
dt ' 3.36×10−6
∫ zreion
0
dz
(
Te(z)
107 K
)
(1 + z)2√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + Ωrad(1 + z)4 + ΩΛ
.
(4.7)
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We get yreion ' 2× 10−6, the main contribution coming from z ∼< 3.
Some data indicate substantially higher values of y. [138] report a correlation between
gravitational lensing by large scale structure and the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich [tSZ; 139]
effect consistent with a warm plasma of temperature ' 106 K and a comoving electron number
density ne ' 0.25m−3 at z ' 4. If this temperature remains constant down to z = 0 this
implies y ≥ 4× 10−6.
[123] report the detection of a strong signal at > 5σ significance by stacking tSZ
Compton-y maps centered on the locations of 26,686 spectroscopic quasars. They interpret
the signal as due to thermal feedback energetics amounting to 5% of the black hole mass. In
this case we obtain mean electron temperatures, Te, in the range 106–107 K at z = 1–3 and
y ' 10−5, only marginally below the COBE/FIRAS upper limit. Their results, however, have
been challenged by other investigations. [140] and [141] found that the tSZ detected towards
quasars in their samples can be entirely accounted for by the thermal energy of their host
halos and concluded that the maximum additional feedback energy must be much smaller
than that claimed by [123].
Indications that up to (14.5 ± 3.3)/τ8 percent of the quasar radiative energy goes into
heating of their environment, τ8 being their typical period of activity in units of 108 yr, were
reported by [142]. [143] co-added South Pole Telescope SZ survey data around a large set of
massive quiescent elliptical galaxies at z > 0.5 and found mean angularly integrated y values
higher than expected from simple theoretical models that do not include AGN feedback;
however the implied feedback efficiency is a bit lower than that found by [123]
An additional contribution to y comes from shocks associated to structure formation.
Assuming that the shocks generated by the collapse and virialization process efficiently heats
up the baryons [e.g. 144] we get y ' 10−6, in agreement with earlier estimates [43, 145].
[146] obtained y ' 1.8× 10−6, with the dominant contribution (y ' 1.6× 10−6) coming from
the sky-averaged thermal tSZ effect from the hot gas in the intracluster medium of galaxy
groups and clusters. This contribution, powered by gravitational energy, is not included in
our estimate, that takes into account only the heating by AGN feedback, and adds to it.
We conclude that yreion ' several × 10−6, i.e. not much below the current upper limit,
may be expected. [147] used state-of-the-art cosmological hydrodynamical simulations to
predict the mean fluctuating Compton y value. For the Planck 2015 values of cosmological
parameters they found y¯fluct = 1.57 × 10−6, not far away from the upper limit, y¯fluct =
2.2× 10−6, derived by [148] using Planck data.
The free-free emission associated to the post-reionization plasma is much harder to
detect. As shown by Fig. 2 for the case h = 0.05 and a typical clumping factor C ' 3
[81], this emission is orders of magnitude below the other signals. For the higher value of
h the amplitude of the signal is lower since its intensity scales approximately as T
−1/2
e . In
the limiting case Te = constant = 104 K, which is probably already too low to sustain the
observed almost complete ionization level, the free-free emission increases by only ' 30%. The
difference is small because in all cases most of the signal comes from the highest redshifts,
where the density is the highest, the electron cooling is fast and the temperature is not far
from 104 K. The SZ effect, that scales as neTe, is more efficient at detecting a low-density,
high temperature plasma than the free-free emission that scales as n2eT
−1/2
e .
A detailed investigation of the free-free emission for different cosmological reionization
histories was carried out by [149]. [150] estimated the average free-free signal from ionized
gas in clusters and groups of galaxies. In these objects the emission is enhanced by the higher
plasma density but decreased by its higher temperature. On the whole, the sky-averaged
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Figure 4. Power spectrum of the SPT map at 150GHz [151]. The thick black line is a fit to the
total observed signal while the other lines are the estimated contributions from the main components:
unresolved dusty star-forming galaxies (DSFG; solid and dot-dashed orange lines, for the Poisson and
clustering contributions, respectively); thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect due to clusters of galaxies
(tSZ; solid blue line); extragalactic radio sources (Radio Poiss; solid green line). The solid and dashed
red lines (AGN Poiss and AGN 1-halo) are estimates of the power spectrum of y–type signals due to
AGN feedback in the extreme case h = 0.5 for the point source and the 1-halo models (see text).
contribution of these objects is sub-dominant.
Additional contributions to y could in principle occur before recombination. Although
the recombination process is very sensitive to the abundance of ionizing photons, comptoniza-
tion distortions with y < 0.01 have no detectable effect on the CMB power spectrum measured
by Planck [54].
4.3 Power spectrum of Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) fluctuations due to AGN feed-
back
Since the SZ fluctuations due to AGN feedback come from discrete, although somewhat
extended, sources along the line of sight, one may wonder whether the power spectrum of the
signal may be a probe of it more sensitive than the spectral distortion.
The power spectrum can be computed as follows. If we assume a spherical geometry,
the total thermal SZ signal of a source at redshift z is the integral over the solid angle, Ω,
subtended by the source of the y parameter along any line of sight, nˆ, crossing it:
Y (z) =
∫
y(nˆ) dΩ = D−2A (z)
σT
mec2
∫ Rmax
0
4pi Pe(r,M, z) r
2dr, (4.8)
where dΩ = dA/D2A(z), dA being an element of the source projection on the plane of the sky
and DA(z) the angular diameter distance; Pe(r,M, z) is the electron pressure profile.
Because the SZ signal is the integrated pressure, the integral over the solid angle of the
gas cloud provides a relatively clean measure of the total thermal energy of the gas. Setting
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Yˆ (z) = D2A(z)Y (z), the total thermal energy in electrons writes
Ee =
3
2
Yˆ (z)mec
2/σT . (4.9)
For protons and electrons in thermal equilibrium, the total energy content of the ionized gas
is simply
Etot = (1 +
1
µe
)Ee, (4.10)
where µe = ρb/(nemp) is the mean particle weight per electron, for which we adopt the
primeval value of 1.14.
According to [123] the total thermal energy due to feedback is ' 5% of the black hole
mass energy, i.e.:
Etot ' 0.05Mbh c2 ' 8.94× 1060 Mbh
108M
erg, (4.11)
whence
Yˆ (z) =
2
3(1 + µ−1e )
σT
mec2
Etot ' 2.61× 1042 Mbh
108M
cm2. (4.12)
As noted above, the feedback efficiency in heating the plasma advocated by [123] is a factor
of 10 higher than the standard value.
The radius of the blastwave generated by the energy injected by the AGN is given by
[123, 152]:
rmax = RBW ≈ 0.2E1/562 t2/58
(
1 + z
2.5
)−3/5
∆
−1/5
100 Mpc, (4.13)
where ∆100 is the mean enclosed pre-shock gas density in units of 100 times the cosmological
mean. Equation (4.13) assumes a continuous energy injection over a time t8 with luminosity
E62/t8, where E62 is the total injected energy in units of 1062 erg, and t8 is the time over which
the feedback energy is injected in units of 108 yr. For the reference values of the parameters,
the corresponding angular scale is θBW ∼ 23′′–25′′ for z = 1–3.
If the SZ signal is produced when the AGN is emitting at the Eddington limit, the AGN
bolometric luminosity is
Lbol = LEdd ' 1.5× 1046 Mbh
108M
erg s−1. (4.14)
Then in the point source approximation we have
CP` =
∫ zmax
0
dz
dVc
dzdΩ
∫ Lmax
Lmin
dLbol
dn(Lbol, z)
dLbol
Y (Lbol, z)
2, (4.15)
where dVc/(dz dΩ) is the comoving volume per unit redshift and solid angle intervals and
dn(Lbol, z)/dLbol is the comoving AGN bolometric luminosity function at the redshift z.
In the case of resolved sources, Poisson fluctuations decrease on angular scales inside the
source area. They can be computed by summing the square of the Fourier transform of the
projected SZ profile [1-halo term; 153], weighted by the number density of sources of a given
BH mass and redshift:
C1h` =
∫ zmax
0
dz
dVc
dzdΩ
∫ Lmax
Lmin
dLbol
dn(Lbol, z)
dLbol
|y˜`(Mbh, z)|2 . (4.16)
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The quantity y˜`(Mbh, z) is the 2D Fourier transform on the sphere of the 3D radial profile of
the y-parameter of individual sources,
y˜`(Mbh, z) =
4pir3s
DA(z)2
(
σT
mec2
)∫ ∞
0
dx x2Pe(Mbh, z, x)
sin(`x/`s)
`x/`s
, (4.17)
where x = r/rs, `s = DA(z)/rs, rs is the scale radius of the 3D pressure profile and DA(z)
is the angular diameter distance to redshift z. We adopt the “universal” electron pressure
profile proposed by [154]:
Pe(x) =
P0
(c500x)γ [1 + (c500x)α](β−γ)/α
(4.18)
with the best fit values of the parameters determined by [155]: c500 = 1.177, α = 1.051,
β = 5.4905, γ = 0.3081. The coefficient P0 is obtained from the condition [see eqs. (4.8),
(4.9), (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12)]:
Yˆ (z) = P0r
3
s
σT
mec2
4pi
∫ xmax
0
x2 dx
(c500x)γ [1 + (c500x)α](β−γ)/α
' 1.02× 10−17P0r3s
∫ xmax
0
x2 dx
(c500x)γ [1 + (c500x)α](β−γ)/α
(4.19)
=
2
3(1 + 1/µe)
σT
mec2
Etot ' 2.61× 1042 h
0.05
Mbh
108M
cm2.
Following [155] we adopt xmax = 5. The corresponding radius rmax = 5rs is set equal to the
radius of the blastwave generated by the energy injected by the AGN, given by eq. (4.13) with
∆100 = 1, t8 = 1, and E62 is taken to be equal to Etot in units of 1062 erg. For the adopted
pressure profile, the integral in eq. (4.19) is = 0.044, so that
P0r
3
s ' 0.65Etot ' 0.0325Mbh c2 ' 5.81× 1060
h
0.05
Mbh
108M
erg. (4.20)
Once the power spectra in terms of the integrated comptonization parameter Y (z) have
been computed [eqs. (4.15) and (4.16)] they can be straightforwardly translated in terms of
temperature or of intensity using
∆TSZE
TCMB
= Y (z)
(
x
ex + 1
ex − 1 − 4
)
(4.21)
or
∆ISZE = I0Y (z)
x4ex
(ex − 1)2
(
x
ex + 1
ex − 1 − 4
)
, (4.22)
with x ≡ hν/kTCMB and
I0 = 2
(kTCMB)
3
(hc)2
' 2.699× 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 Hz−1sr−1 = 269.9MJy sr−1. (4.23)
In Fig. 4 the results for the extreme case h = 0.5 (solid and dashed red curves for the point-
like and the 1-halo case, respectively) are compared with South Pole Telescope [SPT; 151]
data at 150GHz. The quantity plotted in this figure
D` =
1
2pi
`(`+ 1)C` ' 1
2pi
`2C`, (4.24)
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Figure 5. Effect of comptonization of BE distortions during the re-ionization era. The thin dashed
coloured curves in the left-hand panel show the comptonized BE spectra with µ0 = 10−7, 10−6 and
10−5, and xc = 0.01, for yreion = 5 × 10−6. As µ0 decreases, the spectra obviously approach that
corresponding to the comptonization with the same y of an initially blackbody spectrum (thick dashed
black line). The thin coloured lines show the pure BE spectra for the same values of µ0. The shaded
yellow area represents the PIXIE 1σ sensitivity. As illustrated by the right-hand panel, PIXIE,
whose 1σ sensitivity is shown by yellow line, can detect the difference from a purely comptonized
spectrum down to µ0 = few× 10−8.
is approximately the power of temperature anisotropies per ∆ ln ` = 1; it is frequently used in
place of the power spectrum C`. Clearly, even in this extreme case, the signal due to feedback
is at least one order of magnitude below the measured power spectrum and easily swamped
by other contributions.
4.4 Comptonization of primordial distorted spectra
The re-ionization distortions discussed in Sect. 4.2 refer to an initially black-body spectrum.
However, as mentioned above, distortions produced before recombination must have been nec-
essarily present at the onset of re-ionization. Early weak comptonization (y–type) distortions
are predicted to be much smaller than those due to re-ionization. Hence they will probably
be swamped since, in the case of electron heating, the final distorted spectrum depends only
on the total value of y, sum of all contributions.
In the re-ionization epoch, when electrons and radiation are no longer in thermal equi-
librium, a spectrum distorted at early times acquires a y–type is component. In the case of
a BE distortion the resulting spectrum, ηBE,C, is described by eq. (2.29) with ηi(x, 0) given
by eqs. (2.10) and (2.18). To first order in u [eq. (2.28)] and for ux2  1 ηBE,C takes a form
analogous to eq. (2.30):
ηBE,C(xBE, u) = ηBE(xBE)
[
1 + uxBE exp(xBE + µ) ηBE(xBE)
(
xBE
exp(xBE + µ) + 1
exp(xBE + µ)− 1 − 4
)]
,
(4.25)
where xBE = hν/kTBE = (1 − 0.456µ)x, with x = hν/kTr, Tr = (1 − 0.456µ)TBE being the
temperature of a black-body spectrum with the same photon density as the BE spectrum.
Note that, in eq. (2.28), Tr/Te  1, so that u ' y.
The deviation from a black-body spectrum at temperature Tr, to first order in both u
and µ, for x x0 (i.e. neglecting the frequency dependence of µ) and neglecting the term of
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Figure 6. Comparison of the dipole frequency spectra for y– and µ–type distortions with the per-
fect black-body case. In the left-hand panel, the shaded yellow region shows the dipole amplitude
measurements by COBE/FIRAS [121]. There are offsets from the black-body case likely due to sys-
tematics. If such offsets are removed (right-hand panel) the data imply 95% confidence upper limits
of y = 5.0×10−4 and µ0 = 3.1×10−3. The dipole frequency spectra corresponding to such maximum
distortions are represented, in both panels, by the dashed red line and by the dot-dashed blue line,
respectively.
order u× µ, is then
ηBE,C(xBE, u)− ηP(x) = η2P(x) exp(x)
[
ux
(
x
exp(x) + 1
exp(x)− 1 − 4
)
− µ(1− 0.456µ)
]
. (4.26)
Thus pure µ–type spectra are not to be expected. The right-hand panel of Fig. 5 shows
that the PIXIE sensitivity would allow us to detect the difference with a purely comptonized
spectrum down to µ0 = few× 10−8.
5 Constraints on distortions from dipole and SZ spectra
5.1 Frequency spectrum of the dipole amplitude
The severe challenge to any attempt at improving by large factors the constraints on distor-
tion parameters represented by foreground contamination motivates the search for methods
alternative to absolute measurements and less affected by foregrounds, or at least affected by
them in a different way. Two techniques have been proposed to this effect. They are based
on measurements of the spectral dependence of the dipole anisotropy and of the tSZ effect.
The dipole amplitude is directly proportional to the first derivative of the photon oc-
cupation number or of the CMB intensity [156, 157]. This can be easily derived from the
Lorentz invariance of the photon distribution function [158]: η′(ν ′) = η(ν) where the primes
refer to the CMB rest frame and the unprimed quantities are those measured by the observer
moving at velocity ~V with respect to the CMB. Setting β = V/c, the Lorentz transformation
of the photon frequency writes:
ν =
[
1− β2]1/2
1− ~β · ~n
ν ′, (5.1)
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Figure 7. Deviations of the dipole frequency spectrum from the black-body case in the presence
of spectral distortions, in terms of intensity (left-hand panel) and of thermodynamic temperature
(right-hand panel). The distorted dipole spectra correspond to the 95% confidence upper limits
(µ0 = 9× 10−5, y = 1.5× 10−5) derived from COBE/FIRAS absolute spectral measurements and to
those (µ0 = 3.1 × 10−5, y = 5 × 10−6) derived assuming statistical errors on the dipole amplitude
spectrum 100 times smaller than the COBE/FIRAS ones and negligible systematic errors (shaded
yellow area). The dashed magenta lines show the spectrum of the CIB dipole in terms of intensity
(left-hand panel) or of thermodynamic temperature (right-hand panel) measured in maps comprising
both the CMB and the CIB, after subtracting the CMB dipole. For the CIB we adopted the intensity
spectrum of eq. (3.1).
where ~n is the direction of the line-of-sight. In the case of a black-body spectrum the moving
observer sees a temperature
T (θ) =
[
1− β2]1/2
1− β cos θ TCMB (5.2)
where θ is the angle between ~V and ~n. To first order in β the observer sees a dipole ∆T (θ) =
T (θ) − TCMB = TCMBβ cos θ. The measured dipole amplitude is [159] ∆Tdipole = ∆T (θ =
0) = 3364.46± 0.006 (stat)± 0.8 (sys)µK.
Note that ∆Tdipole is close, but not exactly equal to the temperature difference between
the direction of motion and that perpendicular to it: the latter gets contributions from higher
order multipoles. In terms of variation of the radiation intensity we have:
∆Iν(θ)
Iν
=
η(ν)− η′(ν)
η′(ν)
= −d ln η
′(ν)
d ln ν
δν(θ)
ν
+
ν2
2η′(ν)
d2η′(ν)
dν2
(
δν(θ)
ν
)2
, (5.3)
with
δν(θ) = ν − ν ′ =
[
β cos θ +
1
2
β2 cos(2θ) +O(β3)
]
ν ′. (5.4)
Thus the second order term adds a (small) quadrupolar contribution. In the case of a black-
body spectrum:
IP (ν) =
2hν3
c2
1
ex − 1 ' 2.6988×10
−15 x3
ex − 1 erg cm
−2 s−1 Hz−1 sr−1 ' 269.88x3ηP MJy sr−1,
(5.5)
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and the variation of intensity measured between θ = 0 and θ = pi/2 is [δν ≡ δν(θ = 0)]
∆IP (ν)
IP (ν)
=
xex
ex − 1
δν
ν
+
x2ex
ex − 1
(
δν
ν
)2
+O
((
δν
ν
)3)
. (5.6)
This equation shows that, at least for small deviations from a black-body spectrum, the
second order term becomes increasingly important at high frequencies.
In the CMB community it is customary to report results in terms of thermodynamic
(brightness) temperature rather than of intensity. The thermodynamic temperature is related
to the photon occupation number by
Ttherm =
hν
k ln(1 + η−1)
. (5.7)
The amplitude of the dipole in terms of Ttherm is [156]:
∆Ttherm =
hν
k
{
1
ln [1 + η−1(ν)]
− 1
ln [1 + η−1(ν(1 + β))]
}
' − x∆Tdipole
(1 + η) ln2(1 + η−1)
d ln η
d lnx
.
(5.8)
In the case of a Bose-Einstein spectrum we have
d ln ηBE
d ln ν
=
d ln ηBE
d lnxe
= −ηBE (x
2
e + µ(xe)xc)e
xe+µ(xe)
xe
(5.9)
1 + ηBE = ηBEe
xe+µ(xe) (5.10)
ln2
(
1 + η−1BE
)
= ln2
(
exe+m(xe)
)
= [xe + µ(xe)]
2 (5.11)
∆Ttherm,BE −∆Tdipole =
(
x2e + µ(xe)xc
(xe + µ(xe))2
− 1
)
∆Tdipole '
(
xc
x2e
− 2
xe
)
µ(xe)∆Tdipole,(5.12)
where xe = hν/kTe, Te being the Compton equilibrium electron temperature in such radiation
field, which is slightly higher than the temperature, Tr, of a black-body with the same photon
density: Te ' Tr(1 + 0.456µ) [see eq. (2.10)].
In the case of a weakly-comptonized (y–type) spectrum
ηC = ηP + y x e
xη2P
(
x
ex + 1
ex − 1 − 4
)
, (5.13)
we have
dηC
dx
= −η2P
[
ex − δη
(
1 +
1
x
− 2exηP
)
− y x ex(1− 2η2P)
]
. (5.14)
For x⇒ 0, ∆Ttherm,C −∆Tdipole ⇒ −2 y∆Tdipole.
The fractional deviations from the perfect black-body case of the frequency dependence
of the dipole amplitude for y– and µ–type distortions are illustrated in Fig. 6 where they are
compared with COBE/FIRAS measurements of the dipole amplitude spectrum [121]. In the
case of BE distortions, the comparison is made with a black-body spectrum having the same
photon density as the BE spectrum.
The left-hand panel of this figure shows that such measurements exhibit significant
offsets from the black-body case, likely due to systematics (calibration problems, long-term
instabilities of the instrument, backlobes, ...). These offsets make difficult to derive firm
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constraints on distortion parameters. Removing such offsets (right-hand panel), i.e. in the
case of a hypothetical experiment with the same sensitivity as COBE/FIRAS but with much
lower systematic errors, we find that the data imply 95% confidence upper limits of y =
5.0 × 10−4 and µ0 = 3.1 × 10−3. Although these limits are much looser than those derived
from absolute spectral measurements, they provide independent confirmation that spectral
distortions must be much smaller than implied by some pre-COBE experiments.
The deviations from a pure black-body dipole due to spectral distortions at the COBE-
FIRAS limits (µ0 = 9 × 10−5, y = 1.5 × 10−5) at the Planck frequencies (30, 44, 70, 100,
143, 217, 353, 545 and 857GHz) are −0.98, −0.63, −0.35, −0.20, −0.10, −0.02, 0.04, 0.075,
0.098µK, respectively, for a BE spectrum and −0.10, −0.11, −0.11, −0.12, −0.14, −0.17,
-0.19, -0.20, −0.20µK for a comptonized spectrum.
The modern technology makes possible to improve by orders of magnitude the sensitivity
of CMB anisotropy measurements. The Planck determination of the dipole amplitude quoted
above has a statistical error a factor of ∼ 700 lower than that of COBE/FIRAS, although the
systematic error is only a factor of 7.5 lower.
Future experiments (see, e.g., the PIXIE [7], LiteBIRD [160], PRISM [161] and CORE+
[162] proposals) hold the promise of improving by large factors over Planck. If the dipole
spectrum could be measured over the CORE/FIRAS frequency range with a total error 100
times lower, we would get, in the absence of detectable spectral distortions, 95% confidence
upper limits of µ0 ≤ 2× 10−5 and y ≤ 5× 10−6, substantially better than the COBE/FIRAS
limits (see Fig. 7).
The figure 7 also shows that the high-frequency dipole measurements may detect the CIB
dipole. We may consider two possibilities, adopting in both cases the analytical description
by [108]. In the case of pure CIB maps we have
η = ηCIB =
c2
2hν3
ICIB(ν) = 1.03× 10−6 x
kF
CIB
exp(xCIB)− 1 (5.15)
d ln η
d lnx
= kF − xCIB exp(xCIB)
exp(xCIB)− 1 . (5.16)
If the map contains both the CMB and the CIB we have:
η = ηP + ηCIB (5.17)
d ln η
d lnx
=
x
η
[
−η2Pex +
6.57× 10−7
x0.36 (exCIB − 1) −
1.51× 10−7x0.64exCIB
(exCIB − 1)2
]
. (5.18)
In the right-hand panel of Fig. 7 we show the CIB dipole amplitude, expressed in terms of
thermodynamic temperature measured in CIB+CMB maps, after subtraction of the CMB
dipole. Clearly, at high frequencies the CIB is expected to affect the measured dipole ampli-
tude much more than the spectral distortions compatible with the COBE/FIRAS limits. The
frequency dependence of the CIB dipole intensity is shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 8
where that of the CMB is also shown for comparison.
If the CIB spectrum is described by eq. (5.15), we find, at the Planck frequencies, dipole
amplitudes of 0.006, 0.008, 0.013, 0.019, 0.032, 0.083, 0.53, 8.9 and 991µK at 30, 44, 70, 100,
143, 217, 353, 545 and 857GHz, respectively. Thus the highest frequency Planck/HFI maps
could contain a detectable CIB signal, i.e. Planck might provide useful constraints on the
CIB intensity, currently known with a ' 30% uncertainty [108].
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Figure 8. Dipole intensity spectrum of the CIB compared with that of the CMB. For the CIB
spectrum we have adopted the analytic description of eq. (3.1).
For completeness it is worth mentioning that [157] also pointed out, in their conclu-
sions, the possibility of exploiting multi-frequency measurements of the dipole to gauge non-
comoving foregrounds.
5.2 Frequency spectrum of the SZ effect
In the presence of CMB spectral distortions, the frequency spectrum of the SZ effect changes
as [163]
∂I
∂y
=
∂2I
∂2 ln ν
− 3 ∂I
∂ ln ν
. (5.19)
The effect of µ– and y–type distortions compatible with COBE/FIRAS limits is small and
hardly detectable. The reason for that is easily understood: the second derivative emphasizes
sharp spectral features while the distorted spectra we have considered are relatively smooth.
In fact the main application of this method was a test of the steep excess around the CMB
peak reported by [117].
6 Conclusions
We have reviewed some aspects of CMB spectral distortions which do not appear to have been
fully explored in the literature and presented a state-of-the-art assessment of astrophysical
foregrounds that may limit the accuracy of CMB spectral measurements. The strongest
distortions that are necessarily present are weak comptonization, y–type, distortions produced
by the re-ionized IGM. We have argued that, based on recent evidences of heating of the IGM
by feedback from active galactic nuclei as well as on simulations of processes associated to
the formation of large scale structure, values of the y parameter of several× 10−6, i.e. only a
factor of a few below the COBE/FIRAS upper limit, are expected.
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The re-ionized plasma also comptonizes primordial distortions adding a y–type contribu-
tion, so that pure µ–type spectra are not to be expected. Nevertheless, the PIXIE sensitivity
would allow us to detect the imprint of such distortions down to µ0 = few× 10−8.
An assessment of Galactic and extragalactic foregrounds, taking into account the latest
results from the Planck satellite, evidences their complexity. We have shown that strong far-
IR to millimeter lines (Cii 157.7µm and CO) from star forming galaxies can contribute ∼ 1%
of the CIB intensity over a broad frequency range. This contribution is several times higher
than the PIXIE sensitivity. As a consequence, strategies for accurate CIB subtraction need to
take into account the corresponding deviations from spectral smoothness. A foreground sub-
traction accurate enough to fully exploit the PIXIE sensitivity will be challenging, although
the large number of frequency channels make PIXIE optimally suited for this purpose.
Motivated by this fact we also discussed methods to detect spectral distortions not
requiring absolute measurements and showed that determinations of the frequency spectrum
of the CMB dipole amplitude with an accuracy ' 100 times better than that of COBE/FIRAS
could detect or constrain distortion parameters down to values about 3 times lower than the
COBE/FIRAS upper limits. Such improvement in accuracy, that appears to be within the
reach of planned CMB anisotropy experiments, will allow us to get close to the detection of
comptonization distortions due to AGN feedback plus large-scale structure formation during
the re-ionization epoch.
The CIB dipole amplitude, in thermodynamic (CMB) temperature, was estimated to be
' 8.9µK at 545GHz and ' 991µK at 857GHz, and thus potentially detectable by accurate
analyses of Planck maps at the highest frequencies. Hence, Planck might provide useful
constraints on the CIB dipole intensity, currently known with a ' 30% uncertainty.
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A Conversion formulae
The background intensity I(ν) is related to the antenna temperature Ta by
Ta =
c2
2kν2
I(ν), (A.1)
so that
Ta
mK
= 3.25× 10−2
( ν
GHz
)−2 I(ν)
Jy/sr
, (A.2)
where 1 Jy = 10−23erg cm−2 s−1 Hz−1 = 10−26Wm−2 Hz−1.
The antenna temperature is related to the thermodynamic temperature TCMB by:
Ta =
x
ex − 1TCMB, (A.3)
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or, vice versa,
TCMB =
hν
k ln(xa + 1)
, (A.4)
where xa = hν/kTa. Differentiating eq. (A.3) we get
δTa =
x2 exp(x)
(exp(x)− 1)2 δTCMB (A.5)
or
δTCMB =
(exp(x)− 1)2
x2 exp(x)
δTa = 3.25× 10−2 (exp(x)− 1)
2
x2 exp(x)
( ν
GHz
)−2 δI(ν)
Jy/sr
mK. (A.6)
For reference, PIXIE should reach a 1σ limit of δI(ν) = 5 Jy/sr, independent of frequency in
the range 30–600 GHz [7].
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